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4x4 design patterns for endless repeats.
Art/patterns can be rotated to change orientation.
Each segment 13.5 inches on its narrow side (x4 = 54")
Star Sky_00289_A
4x4 pattern
150 dpi
More works available in this style, as individual artworks and to create wallcovering patterns.
Art-series
“String Play”

String Play 4317   String Play 4314
More works available in this style, as individual artworks and to create wallcovering patterns:
Flame
4x4 pattern repeat,
150dpi,
per segment:
13.5 inches
Amazing Light
4x4 pattern
150 dpi
13.5 inches
(narrow side of each segment)
More works in this style as individual artworks or to create wallcovering patterns:
More works in this style as individual artworks and to create wallcovering patterns:
Moss_00035_A
4x4 pattern
150 dpi
Garden in Bloom_9265
4x4 pattern
150 dpi
Red_0123
4x4 pattern for wallpaper
More works in this style as individual artworks or to create wallcovering patterns:
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